Graphics and Resources

This page contains some graphics for social media, resources to have and share, links to some key guides and key contacts.

Downloadable ZIP folder of all of our graphics and resources

Scroll down to view and download our graphics individually.

Bustcards

Everyone should have one on a protest, physical ones are available from legal observers and well-prepared people. Bring as many as you can to share. Make sure it’s somewhere secure in case it falls out while arrested.

- The standard GBC/Netpol/ACAB bustcard (and A4 Print version)
- Black Protest Legal Support’s bustcard with Covid-19 info

Guides

- Our Know Your Rights guide webpage
- A list of all of our GBC guides
- Our Coronavirus and Protest Law webpage
- Our Being Trans and Protesting webpage
- Our Being Trans and Protesting booklet
- Netpol’s guide to filming the police
- Netpol’s guide to kettles
- Netpol’s guide to wearing masks on protest
- Netpol 2min Know Your Rights video
- JCWI’s info on immigration status and protest

Key contacts

- 07946 541 511 – protest support line. Everyone should also write this on their arm, ideally in marker pen.
- 07761 911121 – Manchester protest support line
- Need a lawyer for something protest related? Check out Netpol’s Lawyer’s list
- Black Protest Legal Support – BlackProtestLegal@protonmail.com
- Legal questions and court support – Activist Court Aid Brigade, courtsupport@protonmail.com
- Contact GBC Resources collective – gbcresources@protonmail.com
- Contact GBC Trainings collective – gbctrainings@protonmail.com

https://greenandblackcross.org/graphics-and-resources/
Legal Observer callouts and coordination – legal-observer-network@protonmail.com
Y-Stop for non-protest Stop and Searches – https://y-stop.org/
London Campaign Against Police and State Violence – https://londonagainstpoliceviolence.wordpress.com
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1. No Comment:
You don’t have to talk to police on the streets. If there’s a Stop and Search or if you are arrested, best to stay silent or reply with ‘no comment’. If arrested, say ‘no comment’ in interview until you talk to a good lawyer.

2. No Personal Details
Officers may try to get personal details. You are not legally required to give details, even in a stop and search, unless a specific power is used or a Fixed Penalty Notice is issued.

3. Under What Power?
If police ask you to do something, ask them if you are legally obliged to answer and “under what power”? If you aren’t obliged or they don’t answer, you don’t have to do it.

4. No Duty Solicitor
If arrested, don’t use the solicitor on duty but get a lawyer experienced in protest law – in London, use any of ABA, Binenbaum, FIN or Commons Legal. We also recommend that you phone or inform GBC from the police station with your ‘one call’ – 07546 541 511.

https://greenandblackcross.org/graphics-and-resources/
5. No Caution

Police often try to get people to accept a caution, which goes on your criminal record. We recommend not accepting one unless a good lawyer recommends it. If you’re offered one, it’s because the police want you to take it—they are not doing you a favor.

More info
On our website:
www.greenandblackcross.org
Our protest support line:
07940 541 011
Write it on your arm, phone us with questions or if you see an arrest, from a police station, or after you are arrested.

The above 7 graphics merged into a video:

https://greenandblackcross.org/graphics-and-resources/
The above 7 graphics merged into a video
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